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Alumni Feature: Gennadiy Velichko'15
ASSOCIATE PORTFOLIO MANAGER, GENERATION PMCA CORPORATION
Gennadiy Velichko is an associate portfolio manager for Generation PMCA Corp., an
investment management firm. He focuses on global fundamental research, equity
valuation, and technology. Gennadiy completed the Analyst Candidate Program
which served as a strong foundation for his investing career. He enjoyed RCIF's
speaker events, recalling EdgePoint Wealth Management Partner Andrew Pastor's
discussion on mental models fondly. In 2015, Gennadiy graduated from the
University of Toronto with a Bachelor of Commerce in Strategic Management.
Gennadiy has delivered several talks on mental models to the Analyst Candidate
Program over the past few years.

HOW DID YOU GET INTERESTED IN INVESTING? CAN YOU DISCUSS YOUR CAREER JOURNEY?
The first part of the process was self-learning and developing my investing skills. I became very conscious of
where my time was going. I quit my job at the post office where I was working, moved back in with my parents,
and then I kind of ‘hired’ myself as an Analyst and did what one would normally do on the job. Then I had an
internship with one of my closest friends who mentored me for one summer – mentorship takes out a lot of
noise, and you learn the right stuff faster. Then I got an internship at Ewing Morris, which was another good
experience. Throughout this period, I kept networking and sharing my research, but no one wanted to give me
a chance at full time. I persevered and got an opportunity to intern at this family office in Chicago. I wrote a
strong report for them and they permitted me to share it with others. That report got me the job where I'm at
right now. I began as a junior analyst and continuous learning led me to my current role.
WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT MENTAL MODELS FOR AN INVESTOR?
In no particular order, my top three are courage, discipline, and loving your neighbor. Courage, because if
you’re too scared to grow, to change, learn something new, try something hard, or reach out to someone to
talk to, it doesn't matter how smart you are. You won’t go anywhere. Courage is what will help you put your
foot through the door, and discipline is what is going to enable you to execute. What I mean by executing, is
how conscious you are of what you do, how you are spending your time, and how you are developing yourself.
If you don't have the discipline to execute and to consistently work on your character, skillset, and your
relationships with others, then it’s hard to be successful. I think the third mental model is to love your
neighbor. We as human beings are social creatures, and when you're genuinely kind and helpful to others,
everything in your life accelerates. It's not only good for your mind and heart, but it's also good for career
opportunities because being a person that gives instead of takes helps you develop a strong network of
friendships. These three are a powerful combo.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO LEARN ABOUT BEHAVIORAL INVESTING?
One of the first things I did when I started obsessing about mental models was I played a talk by Charlie
Munger called the 24 Standard Causes of Human Misjudgment during my commute to U of T. I really liked the
models and how they applied to all walks of life, like contrast-caused distortions and social proof. For
example, incentives are important to look at. Why do customers actually buy this? Looking at Amazon
customers, we see that they value their time, and a Prime membership guarantees speed of service. If we're
looking at a management team, we ask: Do they have skin in the game? Or does the CEO just collect a
paycheck? I think understanding behavior is essential to successful investing. When you’re investing, you're
trying to understand the world and how it's changing over time, and psychology is a big part of that.

WHAT ARE SOME WORDS OF ADVICE YOU HAVE FOR STUDENTS?
I think who you are, and your character, carries the most weight in life. You can learn all you want about
network effects, scale, management, industries, et cetera. But, if you don't develop yourself as a human being,
if you don't develop your courage, discipline, focus, curiosity, passion for learning – all these different things
that are intangible that come from the heart – I think it's going to be very hard to rise in life. That takes a lot of
work because you have to break habits and forming new ones is hard. Warren Buffett said, “the chains of
habit are too light to be felt until they are too heavy to be broken”. I think a lot of people get stuck in their
habits – get stuck in their ways, in comfort, and the familiar. Working on yourself as a person is critical.
For those interested in reading Gennadiy's responses in full, please reach out to us at rational.capital@utoronto.ca
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Value Investing Forum
We are excited to bring together a diverse group of undergraduate university students attending top Canadian
universities with industry-leading professionals to discuss topics in value investing. Featuring a keynote
speaker, session speakers discussing specific topics in the field, and plenty of networking opportunities, the
forum is your one-stop shop to learn all about value investing.
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